
Install The Shade
a. Put the spring loaded pin into the
round hole of the bracket.

b. Keeping the pin end secured in
the bracket, insert the hook arms on
clutch straight into the two
hook arm receiver holes of
the bracket. Once the two
hook arms are through the
holes, gently pull down on 
the clutch until the two hook
arms have locked securely to
the bracket. Bottom of the
clutch should always point
straight down.

Sharing a Bracket
On side by side shades, when sharing a center bracket
the bracket can only be shared by a clutch and a pin end,
not clutch-to-clutch or pin end-to-pin end. Sharing a
bracket will reduce light gap.

Install the 
Bracket Covers
Bracket covers slide over 
the bracket until snapped 
into position.

Install the Tension Device
The Tension Device reduces the hazards of strangulation and entanglement of
young children by limiting access to the control cord.  Anchor the Tension Device
that is attached to the shade’s bead cord, to the window frame or wall, so that
young children cannot pull the bead cord around their necks.

Position the Tension Device on the window frame or the wall so that the Tension 
Device and bead cord do not interfere with raising or lowering the shade. The 
Tension Device should be installed without stretching or pulling down on the 
control. Stretching the control will cause excessive wear. Do not twist or cross 
the control.

Holding the Tension Device upright and flush against mounting surface, insert
screws through the holes and fasten securely to solid mounting surface or with 
anchors (provided). If not installed properly the shade will be rendered inoperable.

Use Bead Cord or Chain to Operate Shade
Pulling gently on the bead cord in one direction raises the shade; pulling it in the
other direction lowers it.  On shades where the fabric rolls against the window, the
front bead cord does the raising. On shades where the fabric rolls toward the room,
the rear bead cord does the raising.

Standard Roller Shades
Tools you will need for installation (furnished by installer):
pencil, tape measure, level, drill and bits, screwdriver, and proper fasteners for 
surfaces where shade will be installed.

Read Instructions Before Installing Shades

Valance Options
Valances should be installed so that the working mechanism of the shade is 
concealed but shade operates freely.

Valance options for Pinnacle® Roller Shades are Square Corner Valance, Cassette
Valance or Fascia. If installing a shade with Cassette or Fascia refer to instructions
on next page.

Square Corner Valances
Install brackets and shade as Instructed.
Leave shade in fully raise position.  
Position valance making sure to allow
clearance for the fully raised shade and
mark where valance will go.  Attach
Valance Return to valance with Corner
Joint.  Returns can be trimmed with 
scissors or utility knife for proper fit.
Temporarily remove shade so that
valance can be installed.  

For outside mount Square Corner Valances use L-Brackets. For inside mount Square
Corner Valances, screw directly through valance into mounting surface.

Install Mounting Brackets
Mounting brackets may be attached to window frame, window molding, wall or
ceiling. Use the proper fasteners for the type of wall or window frame where shade
will be mounted (fasteners supplied by installer).

Shade brackets are reversible and can be used on either the clutch or pin end side
of shade.

Pinnacle® Roller Shade Installation Instructions

Mounting to Inside 
Of Window Frame

Mounting to Wall or Front of
Window Molding

Mounting to Ceiling or 
Top of Window Frame

a.  Pin End b.  Clutch End

Shared Bracket

Valance Bracket
for Outside Mount

Installation Instructions



Installing Pinnacle® Roller Shade
with 3˝ Fascia
This bracket is used to install both the shade and 3˝ fascia.  

1. Install the brackets with “Arms” at bottom.

2. Insert chain diverter into clutch side mounting bracket only.
Hang the chain diverter on the brackets lower arms. Make sure
the two round pins on the chain diverter seat into the two
matching round holes on the bracket. DO NOT ATTACH CORD
GUARD UNTIL SHADE IS MOUNTED IN BRACKET AND CHAIN IS
ROUTED THROUGH DIVERTER. 

Chain diverter is not required on 4˝ fascia.

3. Install the shade and route bead cord through the front two
channels. Snap the cord guard on the chain diverter (shown). 

Mount the Headrail
Position the headrail with the front panel (A) resting on the top lip of all
brackets. Push the bottom front of the headrail firmly backwards and 
toward the window until the lip on the rear of the headrail engages the
bracket and snaps into place.

IMPORTANT: 
Do not remove the wrap on the roller shade until installation is complete.
Shade should remain in rolled up position to make installation easier and
reduce risk of damage. 

NOTE:
To remove the shade press release tab on bracket up with pressure to
release the cassette. Pull down and rotate removing shade.

Cassette Installation
Mount the Brackets
Mount the brackets to the wall or window frame, with the outside brackets no further 
than 2˝ from the ends of the headrail. On wide shades, space the additional bracket(s) at 
equal intervals.

Installing Pinnacle® Roller Shade with 4˝ Fascia
This bracket is used to install both the shade and 4˝ fascia. Pinnacle® 4˝ brackets include slotted
mounting holes allowing pre-marking and attaching of the mounting screws without the bracket
needing to be in place. See steps one through 5 at right.

1. With bracket in position in window,
mark location where screws should be 
in either A & A or B & B locations. Screw
in fasteners loosely where marked.

2. Slip the mounting bracket over
the two screws and slide the bracket
sideways until the screw heads 
capture the bracket. 

4. Install additional screws.

Attaching 3˝ Fascia Attaching 4˝ Fascia

5. Bracket contains additional slotted mounting holes for wall or ceiling mount.

3. After step 2, screws will be seated
into small end of slot in bracket. Then
tighten these screws completely to 
secure bracket.

WALL MOUNT CEILING MOUNT

Chain Diverter
Hang Chain Diverter on

Clutch Side Bracket Arms

Chain Diverter

Attaching Cord Guard
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For wall or outside
mounts, use the

rear bracket holes.

Make sure the
release tab is

always mounted
on the bottom.

Make sure the
release tab is

always mounted
on the bottom.

For inside or ceiling
mounts, use the top

bracket holes.

A

Push here 
backwards and
toward the
window

Fascia Installation

Attaching Fascia
1. Fascia may be cut to exact
width, no deductions are required
to accommodate brackets.

2. Hook the fascia on top of the
bracket first, and rotate down-
ward and press until the hooked
feature on the fascia engages
and is locked to the bracket.

Install the shade - Shade installs into fascia bracket.


